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Dive bombers scream down from the skies, zeroing in on enemy ﬂattops.

Battleships blast away with their enormous guns, hurling shells weighing

thousands of pounds. Submarines skulk beneath the sea, looking for the chance

to ﬁre their deadly torpedoes. To this day, the desperate chase of the Bismarck ,

the heroic defense of Malta, the defeat at Pearl Harbor, the unlikely victory at

Midway, and the long, bitter struggle against the U-boat menace still remind us

of the courage and perseverance of countless sailors, airmen, and submariners

sixty years ago.

The Axis &amp; AlliesTM Naval Miniatures game is a hard-hitting, action-packed way

for you to ﬁght out these furious naval battles on your own kitchen table.

Technology, industrial power, and above all human courage decided the fate of

the world between 1939 and 1945. Now your skill, luck, and audacity can do the

same. With the Axis &amp; Allies Naval Miniatures game, you take command of ﬂeets

including powerful battleships, stealthy submarines, fast destroyers, and deadly

aircraft. Victory goes to the commander who most skillfully combines air, surface,

and submarine assets into a single deadly instrument of sea power.

You can use the Axis &amp; Allies Naval Miniatures game in three ways:

• Play using the competitive Axis &amp; Allies Naval Miniatures rules

detailed in this book.

• Recreate historical naval battles and ﬁnd out whether you could have

won if you had been in command.

• Collect the detailed and historically accurate World War II-era

ﬁghting ships, submarines, and aircraft represented by the

prepainted plastic miniatures. Axis &amp; Allies Naval Miniatures booster

packs, sold separately, provide more miniatures for collecting or for

head-to-head play.







BATTLE MAP: 01



Submarine deployment area



Ship deployment area



Player 2 set up Area



Player 1 set up Area
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Ship deployment area
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For other scenarios, see Scenarios on page 33.
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The World War II naval war was composed of three vast theaters. In the Atlantic,

the German Kriegsmarine challenged the Royal Navy, US Navy, the Marine

Nationale of France, and the Soviet Navy, seeking to disrupt the vital sea lines of

communication linking Europe and America. In the Mediterranean, the Allies battled

against the Italian Regia Marina. In the Paciﬁc, the Allies struggled against the

Nihon Kaigun, the Imperial Navy of Japan, in the greatest and most terrible naval

confrontation in history. This booklet provides the rules for fast, tactical miniatures

battles (called scenarios) set in any of these theatres of World War II. In a miniatures

battle, an Axis ﬂeet and an Allied ﬂeet battle each other. The winner is the player

whose ﬂeet either takes control of the battle zone’s objectives or destroys the

enemy ﬂeet.



Submarine deployment area
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Submarine deployment area



Ship deployment area



Player 1 set up Area
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BATTLE MAP: 03



Submarine deployment area



Ship deployment area



Player 2 set up Area



Player 1 set up Area
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Ship deployment area



Submarine deployment area



The half-sectors on the sides of the battle map are impassable and aren’t used in

play. You can’t set up on a half-sector or move into one. (Whole sectors formed by

two half-sectors of adjacent map sections are treated as normal sectors.) You can’t

move units off the outside edges of the map—there is no way off the battle map.



e



6. Start Playing! Follow the Sequence of Play on page 12.



as



5. Second Player Deployment. The second player now deploys his or her ﬂeet on

the other side of the battle map.



rb



4. First Player Deployment. The ﬁrst player picks one end of the battle map and

deploys his or her ﬂeet there. You can deploy your Ships anywhere in the row

of sectors on your edge of the map. You can deploy your Submarines anywhere

on your half of the map (the ﬁrst ﬁve rows of sectors). You can’t set up Ships or

Submarines in a sector containing an island. You must place your Aircraft in the

same sector as a Carrier (if you have one) or at the land airbase in your corner of

the map.
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3. Flip a Coin. The winner sets up ﬁrst.



Player 2 set up Area



2. Select a Battle Zone. Roll a die and set up your battle map sections to match

the appropriate battle zone diagram that you choose. Place the Island cards

and Objective markers in the sectors indicated by the diagram. The different

conﬁgurations are shown on pages 6 and 7. You may ﬁnd it helpful to use paper

clips or drafting tape to secure the two map sections together.



Ship deployment area







1. Build a Fleet. One player creates an Allied ﬂeet that costs 100 points or less.

The other creates an Axis ﬂeet that costs 100 points or less.



Submarine deployment area



To start playing the Axis &amp; Allies Naval Miniatures game, you’ll need to do the

following:
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BATTLE MAP: 04



Submarine deployment area



Ship deployment area



Player 2 set up Area



Ship deployment area



Submarine deployment area



Player 1 set up Area
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In an Axis &amp; Allies Naval Miniatures game, one player is the Axis player and the

other is the Allied player. While you can build ﬂeets of any nationality, only units

from Axis countries can be part of an Axis ﬂeet, and vice versa for Allied units.

Axis: Germany, Italy, Japan, Vichy France, or other Axis countries.

Allies: United States, United Kingdom (including Australia, Canada, and other

dominions), Soviet Union, Free France, or other Allied countries.

If you and your opponent can’t agree on which side each player is going to play,

ﬂip a coin. The winner chooses.
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Fleet Exercises: Normally, Allied ﬂeets don’t ﬁght Allied ﬂeets, and Axis ﬂeets

don’t ﬁght Axis ﬂeets. However, you may ﬁnd that you don’t have enough Ships

of one side or the other. If this happens, you can ﬁght Allied vs. Allied or Axis vs.

Axis—think of it as a ﬂeet exercise or war game.
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BATTLE MAP: 05



You score points in two ways:



Submarine deployment area



Ship deployment area



• When you destroy an enemy unit, you score points equal to the cost of the

destroyed unit.



Player 2 set up Area



Ship deployment area



Submarine deployment area



• When you seize an objective sector, you score 50 points. There are three

objective sectors on the battle map.

It’s possible that both players might reach 150 points or more in the same turn.

In that case, the player who achieves the higher score wins.

If, at any time, your opponent has no units left at the end of a phase, the game ends

and you win.
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To control an objective sector, you must have one or more Ships in the sector, and

your opponent can’t have any Ships in or adjacent to the sector. Submarines and

Aircraft don’t count for controlling objective sectors (although those units can help

you deny control of a sector by sinking your opponent’s Ships).
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Submarine deployment area



Player 2 set up Area



Ship deployment area
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Ship deployment area



Submarine deployment area



Player 1 set up Area







Player 1 set up Area
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The ﬁrst player to score 150 points wins the game.



Once you claim an objective sector, remove that marker from the battle map and

put it face up in front of you. Your opponent can’t take it from you, even if his or her

units later occupy that sector.
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You can also use the Axis &amp; Allies Naval Miniatures rules to play out a number

of different scenarios. Many of these scenarios have speciﬁc objectives or scoring

goals. For example, you might need to escort a convoy across the battle zone and

exit your Ships off the opponent’s end of the map, while your enemy is trying to

destroy your cargo Ships. See Scenarios on page 33 for more options.
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Each miniature represents a Ship, Submarine, or Aircraft squadron from World War

II. A Ship or Submarine model represents a single Ship (with the exception of the

PT Boat and Motor Torpedo Boat, which represent several of these small craft). An

Aircraft model represents a squadron of up to 25 aircraft. These rules refer to all

miniatures as “units.” Each unit has a corresponding stat card that lists its game

statistics.



Ship: Battleship, Carrier, Cruiser, Destroyer, Torpedo Boat, Auxiliary

Submarine: none

Aircraft: Patrol Bomber, Dive Bomber, Torpedo Bomber, Fighter

Patrol Bomber, Dive Bomber, and Torpedo Bomber are Aircraft subtypes. For ease of

use, when a rule refers to Bombers, it means these three subtypes of Aircraft.
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Year: The year that this unit became available. For some scenarios, you can use

only units that were available by a particular year or earlier.



Here’s a sample stat card:



Cost: The number of points you pay to add the unit to your ﬂeet. The standard ﬂeet

has units costing 100 points or less. A unit’s cost is also added to your Victory Point

total to see if you win the game.



Name

Type



Cost



Nationality








Type: The three basic types of units in the game are Ship, Submarine, and Aircraft.

The unit type affects how the unit resists attacks and interacts with other units.

Most units also have an additional subtype that provides more information on what

exactly that unit is. The types and subtypes are:



Year



Speed



Basing Capacity



Attack Types



Flagship Bonus

Vital Armor



Armor

Special

Abilities



Hull Points



Speed: The number of sectors the unit can move in one turn. Aircraft don’t have

a speed (they have an “A” on their stat cards), because you can move them to any

sector on the battle map each turn.

Flagship Bonus: On Flagships, the number you add to your initiative roll each turn

to determine which player act ﬁrst and second.

Basing Capacity: On Carriers, the number of Aircraft units you can base on that

Carrier.

Armor: The number of successes that an attacker needs to roll to hit (and damage)

this unit (or abort it, if it’s an Aircraft).

Vital Armor: The number of successes that an attacker needs to roll to destroy this

unit with a single attack.

Hull Points: The number of times a Ship or Submarine must be damaged to destroy it.

For example, a Ship with 3 hull points is destroyed the third time it’s hit. (Since Aircraft

only have 1 hull point, when they are hit they are either aborted or destroyed.)

Gunnery: The number of attack dice you roll when the unit attacks a Ship.

There is a value for point-blank, short, medium, and long range (0, 1, 2, or 3

sectors). Each attack die that comes up a 4 or 5 is one success; each attack die

that comes up a 6 is two successes.



Set Icon



Collector Number



Rarity Symbol



Name: This is the name of the unit.

Nationality: Each unit belongs to a speciﬁc Axis (Red) or Allied (Blue) country.

The nationality symbol tells you which country the unit is from.



Many Ships have Secondary Gunnery

or Tertiary Gunnery

. These are

batteries of lighter guns that the Ship can employ. Secondary and Tertiary Gunnery

attacks work just like Main Gunnery attacks. Many Aircraft also have a Main

Gunnery attack, which represents their ability to strafe enemy Ships.

Antiair: The number of attack dice you roll when the unit attacks an Aircraft.

Antiair attacks normally have a range of 0, so only units in the same sector as

the Aircraft can attack it. Fighters have a good Antiair attack in order to attack

other planes.

Bomb: The number of attack dice you roll when the unit attacks a Ship. Bomb

attacks work like Gunnery attacks. Each attack die that comes up a 4 or 5 is

one success; each attack die that comes up a 6 is two successes.







ASW (Anti-Submarine Warfare): The number of attack dice you roll when

the unit attacks a Submarine. ASW attacks normally have a range of 0, so only

units in the same sector as the Submarine can attack it. ASW attacks work like

Gunnery attacks. Each attack die that comes up a 4 or 5 is one success; each

attack die that comes up a 6 is two successes.

The only way you can attack a Submarine is by making an ASW attack. If a

unit doesn’t have an ASW value, it can’t attack enemy Submarines, unless it

has a special ability that allows it to do so.

Torpedo: The number of attack dice you roll when the unit attacks a Ship.

There is a value for point-blank, short, medium, and long range (0, 1, 2, or 3

sectors). Torpedo attacks are different from standard attacks, since they ignore

a unit’s armor and vital armor. Each attack die that comes up a 6 is a hit, and

each hit deals 2 points of hull damage.

Special Abilities: Most units have one or more special abilities (see Special

Abilities on page 32).

Flavor Text: Most stat cards include a brief description of the unit’s history or

speciﬁcations.







Set Icon/Collector Number/Rarity Symbol: The set icon tells you what set

a miniature belongs to, such as the Base Set. The collector number lists the

miniature’s order in the set, as well as the total number of miniatures that set

contains. The rarity symbol indicates how easy the miniature is to ﬁnd. There

are three levels of rarity: common L, uncommon S, and rare (. The best way to

identify a miniature is by comparing the collector number on the miniature to the

collector number and other information on its stat card.

Scale: The Axis &amp; Allies Naval Miniatures game uses the following scales.

Miniatures (Ships and Submarines): 1 to 1,800, or 1 inch = 150 feet.

Each miniature represents 1 Ship or Submarine.

Miniatures (Aircraft): 1 to 900, or 1 inch = 75 feet. Each miniature represents

a 3-plane element (Patrol Bombers) or a squadron of about 25 planes

(all other Aircraft).

Map: Each sector is about 5,000 yards.

Turn: Each turn is about 10 minutes.
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In a battle, one player builds an Axis ﬂeet, and the other player builds an Allied

ﬂeet. You can’t spend more than 100 points to build your ﬂeet. Each unit has a cost

shown on its stat card. Your ﬂeet can’t have more than 15 units in it.
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Here’s an example of an Allied ﬂeet that costs 100 points:

Cost



Unit Name



16



USS Princeton (CVL23)



13



SBD Dauntless



7

48



F4F Wildcat

HMS Hood



7



USS Fletcher (DD445)



9



Le Terrible
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Construct your ﬂeet in secret, using the stat cards. Don’t identify which units you’re

using yet; just keep your hand of stat cards ready. You reveal your ﬂeet when

setting up the battle. If you deploy second, you can’t change the composition of

your ﬂeet in response to your opponent’s deployment and unit selection.

Different units contribute different strengths to any particular ﬂeet. Destroyers are

cheap and good against Submarines, but they’re not very robust. Submarines are

very hard to attack, but they’re expensive. Battleships can take a lot of damage and

blow weaker ships out of the water, but they’ve very expensive. Carriers and their

Aircraft squadrons can attack enemy units anywhere on the battle map, but you’ll

have to pay for them twice: once for the Carrier, and once for each squadron you

assign to it. Land-based Aircraft without a Carrier aren’t terribly effective on their

own, but they can help you swamp an enemy’s air defenses or provide your own

ﬂeet with limited air cover if you don’t bring a Carrier to the ﬁght. Overall, you get

to decide what mix of unit types makes the best ﬂeet.

Designer’s Notes: Ships of each nation have distinctive paint schemes.

For example, many US ships are shown in Camouﬂage Measure 32—a “dazzle”

pattern of light gray, dark gray, and sea blue. Similarly, we’ve shown some of

the German ships in their Baltic paint scheme, with distinctive white and black

stripes. Before German ships traveled into the Atlantic, they would normally have

had the stripes painted over. We made some historical paint choices so that it

would be easier to tell ship models apart at a glance. You can easily customize

your models’ paint schemes with any sort of water-based modeling paint.
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The game is played in turns. During each turn, players follow a sequence of play

consisting of the following phases:

A. Initiative phase

B. Sea Movement phase

• First Player’s Sea Movement step

• Second Player’s Sea Movement step

C. Air Mission phase (players alternate placing Aircraft)

D. Air Defense phase

• First Player’s Air Defense step

• Second Player’s Air Defense step

E. Air Attack phase

• First Player’s Air Attack step

• Second Player’s Air Attack step

F. Surface Attack phase

• First Player’s Surface Attack step

• Second Player’s Surface Attack step







G. Torpedo Attack phase



First and Second Player: In each phase, actions within the same phase are

considered to be simultaneous. For purposes of timing for units’ special abilities,

however, each phase has been further sub-divided into steps to identify when the

ﬁrst player and second player get to act.

For example, if the ﬁrst player’s Battleship Bismarck ﬁres on the second player’s

Cruiser Exeter in the First Player’s Surface Attack step and destroys it, the Exeter

still gets to make its own surface attacks in the Second Player’s Surface Attack

step—everything in the Surface Attack phase happens at the same time, even if a

player has to roll his or her attacks second.

At the end of the Surface Attack phase (after both players have had their steps

and acted), the Exeter is removed from the battle map. It won’t get to make any

Torpedo attacks in the Torpedo Attack phase, because it was destroyed in the

Surface Attack phase.
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You can move Ships and Submarines a number of sectors equal to that

unit’s speed.

The Sea Movement phase consists of two steps: the First Player’s Sea Movement

step and the Second Player’s Sea Movement step. In your Sea Movement step, you

can move any, all, or none of your Ships and Submarines. Move your units one at

a time. Each unit can move a number of sectors equal to its speed. (See Movement

and Position on page 16.) The ﬁrst player moves all of his or her units ﬁrst (in the

First Player’s Sea Movement step), and then the second player moves all of his or

her units (in the Second Player’s Sea Movement step).



• First Player’s Torpedo Attack step

• Second Player’s Torpedo Attack step

H. Air Return phase
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• First Player’s Air Return step



You can place Aircraft units in any sector on the map. Alternate placing

Aircraft with your opponent.



• Second Player’s Air Return step



In this phase, the ﬁrst player and second player alternate placing Aircraft in sectors:



I. End of Turn



• First player places one Aircraft unit.

• Second player places one Aircraft unit.
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Roll two dice and add the sum to your best Flagship bonus to determine

initiative.

The Initiative phase determines the order in which players will act each turn. At the

beginning of each turn, each player makes an initiative roll by rolling two dice and

adding the sum to his or her best Flagship bonus. Crippled Flagships don’t count for

this bonus. If you don’t have any Flagships in your ﬂeet, or all your Flagships have

been crippled or destroyed, add zero.

The player with the higher result wins initiative. If you and your opponent both

have the same initiative total, the player with the better Flagship bonus wins. If

you still both have the same initiative bonus, it’s a tie—reroll until one player or the

other wins.

If you win initiative, you’re the second player to act for that turn and your opponent

is the ﬁrst player. Going second is better because you can see where your opponent

moves his or her units before you have to decide where to move your units.



• Continue alternating placement until both players have assigned all their air

missions.

• Aircraft can be placed in any sector on the battle map.

• Land-based Aircraft with Rearming counters can’t be placed. They’ll be

available for air missions on the next game turn.

Tactical Tip: Place your Fighters last, after you’ve placed all your other planes.

You want to see where your enemy’s strike planes are going before you commit

your Fighters to escorting your own attacking planes or defending your Ships

against enemy attacks.
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Use your units’ Antiair attacks to attack enemy Aircraft occupying

their sectors.

The Air Defense phase consists of two steps: the First Player’s Air Defense step

and the Second Player’s Air Defense step. In your Air Defense step, you may attack

enemy Aircraft using your units’ Antiair attacks. (See Attack and Defense on page

18.) Most units have range 0 for their Antiair attacks, so you can only attack enemy

Aircraft that occupy the same sector as one of those units. Each unit may attack one

enemy Aircraft.

Escort: Fighters have a special ability called Escort. If a friendly Fighter and

Bomber are in the same sector, the Fighter’s Escort ability makes it more difﬁcult

for enemy Fighters to attack the friendly Bomber. If they do, each enemy Fighter

that makes an Antiair attack against a Bomber gets a –1 penalty to each attack die

(so only rolls of 5 or 6 are a success.) However, natural 6s always count as two

successes. This ability represents the fact that the friendly Fighter is escorting and

protecting the Bomber.

Tactical Tip: The best way to defeat a strong air defense is to swamp it with

more attacking Aircraft than your enemy can deal with at one time. Consider

concentrating your air strikes against one or two key targets a turn, rather than

spreading your air attacks around multiple targets.
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Attack enemy Ships or Submarines with your Aircraft, using ASW, Bomb,

Gunnery, or Torpedo attacks.

The Air Attack phase consists of two steps: the First Player’s Air Attack step and

the Second Player’s Air Attack step. In your Air Attack step, you may attack enemy

Ships or Submarines with your Aircraft. (See Attack and Defense on page 18.) Most

Aircraft attacks have range 0, so you can only attack enemy Ships or Submarines

in the same sector as those Aircraft. Aircraft that were aborted in the Air Defense

phase can’t attack in this phase unless they have a special ability to do so. Even if

your Aircraft has multiple attack types available, you can only use one attack per

Aircraft in this phase.
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Attack enemy Ships with your Submarines and Ships, using Torpedo attacks.

The Torpedo Attack phase consists of two steps: the First Player’s Torpedo

Attack step and the Second Player’s Torpedo Attack step. In your Torpedo Attack

step, each of your Ships and Submarines with a Torpedo Attack value may attack

enemy Ships in range. (See Attack and Defense on page 18.) Some Submarine

units may also attack other Submarines if they have a special ability that allows

them to do so.
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Return your Aircraft to a Carrier or land airbase. Place/remove Rearming

counters for land-based Aircraft. Remove Aborted counters from aborted Aircraft.

The Air Return phase consists of two steps: the First Player’s Air Return step

and the Second Player’s Air Return step.

In your Air Return step, return all of your Aircraft units from the sectors where you

placed them to an Aircraft Carrier or a land airbase. Place a Rearming counter next to

any Aircraft you return to a land airbase. If an Aircraft already has a Rearming counter

(usually because it rearmed this turn instead of performing a mission), you may

remove that counter. The Aircraft is now rearmed and available to ﬂy missions on the

next game turn. Some Aircraft can’t base on Carriers. (See Carriers on page 31.) At the

end of your Air Return step, remove any Aborted counters from your Aircraft units.
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Claim an Objective marker if you have a Ship in that sector and no enemy

Ships are in or adjacent to that sector. Check your score.

If you have a Ship in an objective sector, and no enemy Ships are in or adjacent

to that sector, you may claim the Objective marker. Check to make sure you’ve

recorded the Victory Points for destroying enemy units and claiming objectives

this turn.

You win if you reach or exceed 150 points.

In some games, it may be possible to reach a stalemate before one player wins

the game. (For example, if one player has only Submarines remaining while the

other player has only Fighters remaining.) In cases where the game has reached a

stalemate, the player with the most points worth of units remaining is the winner.



Attack enemy Ships or Submarines with your Ships, using ASW or

Gunnery attacks.

The Surface Attack phase consists of two steps: the First Player’s Surface Attack

step and the Second Player’s Surface Attack step. In your Surface Attack step, each

of your Ships may ﬁre on an enemy target within range using its Gunnery attack,

or attack a Submarine using its ASW attack. (See Attack and Defense on page 18.)

If a Ship has both Gunnery and ASW attacks available, you can only use one attack

per Ship in this phase. However, Ships that have Secondary and Tertiary Gunnery

values may attack with each of their Gunnery attacks in the same turn—so a Ship

like the Yamato can attack three times in one Surface Attack phase, using its Main,

Secondary, and Tertiary Gunnery values. No Gunnery attack can be used more than

one time, unless a unit has a special ability that allows it to do so.
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The sectors on the battle map mark the position of each of your units and regulate

movement. Finding the right range to engage enemy units is a key part to winning

most naval battles.
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Once each turn, each Ship and Submarine can move a number of sectors equal

to its speed. For example, a Cruiser with speed 2 can move two sectors in one

Sea Movement phase. You don’t have to move a unit if you don’t want to. Ships

and Submarines can maneuver freely within the limits of their movement—the

turn represents about 10 minutes of real time, and in that time even the biggest

Battleship can execute several turns. Similarly, facing doesn’t matter, since over

the course of the turn it’s assumed that your Ships and Submarines can maneuver

to bring their batteries to bear. All that matters is the number of sectors your units

enter.







Aircraft and Movement: Aircraft units don’t move the same way other units do

during the Sea Movement phase. Instead, you assign your Aircraft to any sector you

want during the Air Mission phase.

Enemy-Occupied Sectors: You can move into or pass through enemy-occupied

sectors freely. Enemy units don’t have any sort of attacks of opportunity or defensive

ﬁre against your units—no unit can attack or be attacked in the Sea Movement

phase or Air Mission phase.
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While naval battles often take place in wide-open stretches of water with excellent

visibility, most of the battle map layouts shown on pages 5-6 feature at least some

degree of “terrain.” Features such as islands, shoals, or even areas of local bad

weather may interfere with movement and visibility. (See Line of Sight on page 28

for more info on “terrain”.)
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You can’t move Ships or Submarines into a sector containing an island unless the

unit in question has a special ability that allows it. (Even if the island doesn’t ﬁll the

whole sector, it’s surrounded by dangerous reefs and shallows that do.) Islands also

interfere with line of sight.
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Shoals prohibit movement in the same way as islands. However, shoals don’t

interfere with line of sight.
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Fog, squalls, and smoke screens have no effect on movement, but do interfere with

line of sight. Fog, squalls, and smoke screens are considered to completely ﬁll the

sector that they occupy. A sight line is blocked if it passes through any part of a

sector that contains a smoke screen, squall, or fog.
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A unit can only enter a sector if there’s room for it in that sector. In a single sector,

each player may have:

• Up to two Ships.

• One Submarine.

• Up to four Aircraft units.

Enemy Ships and Submarines don’t count against your limit for a sector (but do

count against your opponent’s stacking limit, of course).

A Ship or Submarine can’t enter a sector if that movement would break stacking

restrictions. If you want to move a Ship into a sector containing two other friendly

Ships, you must ﬁrst move one of the other friendly Ships already in that sector to

make room.

Some miniatures are too big to completely ﬁt in a sector. However, they still count

as only being in one sector.
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